


               culpted Ice Works is a full service Ice 
Event company specializing in a variety of 
wholesale ice blocks, custom ice sculpture 

designs and events.  Since our beginning in 1999, 
we have grown from a one man operation to one 

of the leading manufacturers of Clinebell ice 
carving blocks.  Our experienced design and 

carving team takes pride in each sculpture and 
event we produce, and our goal is to continually 

exceed our customers expectations. 
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Ice Sculptures



                eddings are one of the most important 

days in a couples life.  From the dress to the cake, 

every detail is unique and memorable.  Add a touch 

of elegance to any event with a customized ice

carving that will leave your guests in awe.  With 

our sculpture designs ranging anywhere from 

monograms to three dimensional hand carvings, 

the possibilities are endless!  
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Weddings



       irthdays, anniversaries and graduations are just a few of the 

many special occasions in everyones lives.  Adding a personalized 

ice sculpture adds exceptional style and taste to make any 

celebration stand out above the rest! 
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Special Events



        mpress your guests with 

an ice sculpture for the 

holidays! All that attend 

your holiday function will 

be pleased to see the 

exciting new addition. 

Elevate the caliber of your 

event by complementing it 

with exquisite ice displays! 
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Holidays



      rand openings, holiday parties and special events 
celebrate coporations and clientele year round.  

Company branding elegantly portrayed in ice will leave 
an impact and impression that will last a lifetime in the 

memories of those in attendance.  
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Corporate



Food  & 
Beverage
Displays



       ring the elegance of your culinary vision to a world 
class level with our highly stylized ice sculpture food 
displays. Easily customize your food displays that will 

complement your theme and your needs. 
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          ur crystal clear ice is 

perfect for complementing 

an exquisite display of 

seafood, fruit, sushi and any 

chilled foods at your event. 
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Food Displays



            iquor luges, bottle 
holders and ice spheres are 
a unique way to make any 

event stand out!  Blow your 
guests away with drinks 
served chilled by your      

custom ice luge or over your 
hand crafted  artisan ice 

cubes and spheres.  
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Beverage Displays



       IP is the status guests will feel when receiving 
their drinks from your personalized functional ice 
bar.  Our bars can even come complete with built 

in speed racks and bottle holders to make serving a 
breeze!  Prefessionally installed and removed, your 

only worry will be what drink to serve first!  
Showcase your logo or monogram to set the stage 

for an elegant, top of the line event.
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Ice Bars





Large Displays 
& Events

Y3 Fashion Show



             nhance indoor and 

outdoor events with an 

over the top, multi block 

ice sculpture. Create an 

unforgettable experience 

with an ice curtain backdrop, 

life size motorcycle or 

even an ice slide. 
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                ndoor or outdoor events and festivals, winter 

carnivals, fashion shows and more!  Any event you host 

will be even more spectacular when you incorporate 

your custom ice sculptures.
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Snowboard Boot

Ice Curtains

Interactive motorcycle Hanging radio station display

Lighthouse



           dd “cool” new additions 

to your winter festival by 

incorporating ice!  Live ice 

carving attracts a crowd and 

keeps patrons involved. Have 

businesses participate to 

generate customers to their 

storefronts by adding 

individual ice sculptures in 

front of their business.  

Adding an ice slide or ice 

throne to the event will surely 

bring people of all ages out to 

enjoy the interaction with ice! 

A

      eep your 
festivals 
“cool”!
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Winter Festivals





           reate your own unique attraction!  Let us come to you 

and put together an entire ice lounge or interactive 

display.  We are masters in creating over sized ice events, 

let us bring one to you! Our team will help you execute 

everything from design and layout to marketing ideas and 

staffing tips.  Though an uncommon attraction, it is proven 

to be a great income generator and amazes all who attend! 

CAttraction Events



    reate a “cool” outdoor party

 inside of an igloo! The Ice L.A.B. 

(lounge and bar) can be used to 

host your event during any 

season, rain or shine! The Ice L.A.B. 

is kept icy cold and can host a  full 

ICE lounge and bar.  Seating, table 

tops and bars are made out of our 

crystal clear ice to create a unique 

ambience and unforgettable 

experience. Guests will be left 

speechless while attending an event 

of this caliber. The entire lounge is 

custom made to your tastes... The 

options are limitless. 

CIce L.A.B



Demonstrations 
& Instructions

Owner and President
Mark Crouthamel



             here is nothing more exciting than having a live 
ice sculpting demonstration at an event or gathering! 

Our carvers take blocks of crystal clear ice and 
transform them into a unique ice masterpieces right 

before your eyes.

T

       ustomized to fit 

your theme, adding this 

live entertainment is 

sure to be a hit at your 

annual events and 

festivals!
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        eam building now has a chilly new twist!  Bring 
your staff together to strengthen relationships by 
working as a team to create their own sculpture!  

Sculpted Ice Works provides everything you need, 
while protecting your facility inside or out, to have a 

fun and functional work get together.  
Strengthening your company through building a solid 

foundation of teamwork will be an asset to your
 business for years to come!
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          ncorporate our new concept “Sip N’ Chip” to any event!  Similar 

to painting parties, Sip N’ Chip brings friends together with their 

favorite beverage to sip all while carving their very own ice sculpture!  

Sip N’ Chip is a fun and unique addition to girls night out, birthdays, 

bachelor parties and any other reason to get friends together to try 

something new and exciting. 
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Teambuilding



             elping other carvers... our event team specializes in 

assisting putting together large scale ice displays that require 

experienced personnel in order to make it all come together.  

We also sell display equipment such as drip trays of 

multiple sizes, foam, tubing and lights for retail set up jobs.  

Let us know how we can help you!
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Blocks

Custom cuts

Blanks

Logos

Pre run ice bars

Executing large events

And more! 
With the ability to transport 

anywhere from 1 to 160 blocks at a 
time, no project is too big for us to 

help you execute!

           t Sculpted Ice Works, we 

pride ourselves on using the 

resources that we have acquired 

and mastered, to help other ice 

companies by providing: 

Wholesale Support
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sales@sculptediceworks.com

311 Purdytown Turnpike

Lakeville, PA 18438

570.226.6246

www.SculptedIceWorks.com


